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ABSTRACT
The human genome is the ultimate identifier of an individual even

though most of it is identical across human beings. Biological dif-

ferences between two individuals are encoded in a set of base pair

variations called Single Nucleotide Polymorphisms (SNPs), which

may be indicative of an individual’s personal information such as

skin color and susceptibility to diseases. The large-scale nature of

human genome necessitates outsourcing of genomic computations

to public clouds. However, this raises some serious privacy con-

cerns. The fact that the human reference template is public poses

additional challenges. In this paper, we propose a two-cloud private

read alignment algorithm using the Burrows-Wheeler Transform

and the FM-Index. Our algorithm runs in the same order of complex-

ity as the core FM-Index alignment algorithm without privacy. Our

proposed scheme is able to achieve accuracy comparable to modern

alignment algorithms such as Bowtie with complete privacy.

KEYWORDS
Read Alignment, Privacy, FM-Index, Burrows-Wheeler Transform,

Human Genome

1 INTRODUCTION
The field of genomics has witnessed several major advances in the

last century. An important milestone was the design of the Sanger

sequencing technology in the 1970s [66], which was the primary se-

quencing technology for the next four decades. The human genome

project [25] and several applications in molecular medicine, energy,

and agriculture have, among others, led to the emergence of next

generation high-throughput sequencing technologies. Rapid ad-

vances in genome sequencing have led to the direct-to-consumer

genetic testing market being valued at over 1 billion USD. Genetic

tests have also become much more affordable, with the price of

sequencing an entire human genome reducing from over 500 mil-

lion USD in 2003 to nearly 1500 USD
1
in 2018 [14]. Today, genetic

tests can cost anywhere between 100 USD and 2000 USD and can

be used to diagnose, predict susceptibility to, and guide treatment

of diseases for individuals, and identify gene changes that may be

passed to children.

1
https://www.genome.gov/about-genomics/fact-sheets/Sequencing-Human-
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There are several computational techniques from bioinformat-

ics [63] that are capable of making inferences from next generation

sequencing genomics data. At the core of these computations lies

full genome sequence alignment, which involves mapping a set

of genome sequences called reads to a publicly known reference

genome template. Human genome alignment typically involves

aligning tens of millions of reads of 20-1500 base pairs (bps) to a

reference human genome template that is approximately 3 billion

bps long. The challenges in handling such large human genome

data necessitates the use of modern computing paradigms, such as

cloud computing, for their storage and computation. This has led

to the advent of several “Genomics as a Service” platforms, such

as Microsoft Genomics platform on Azure Clouds and the Seven

Bridges Genomics platform on Amazon Web Services [62].

The human genome is the ultimate identifier of an individual

even though 99.5% of the genome is the same for all human be-

ings. This apparent paradox can be explained via key variations in

the genome known as Single Nucleotide Polymorphisms (SNPs).

Human DNA is a sequence comprising four nucleotide bases: Ade-

nine (A), Cytosine (C), Guanine (G) and Thymine (T). It encodes

all of the genetic information pertaining to an individual. SNPs are

certain key differences in the base pairs in specific regions of the

genome that uniquely identify a particular human being. These vari-

ations act as biological markers linking them to numerous health

conditions or unique phenotypic traits. In particular, SNPs are re-

sponsible for biological differences between individuals and can

be indicative of features such as the color of hair/eyes, height, and

even an increase in susceptibility to terminal diseases [50, 51, 59].

Consequently, genome alignment algorithms on cloud platforms

need to ensure that an individual’s SNP information is kept private.

Dealing with human genome data using cloud computing raises

ethical, legal, and social concerns [56, 68]. As discussed above,

knowledge of whether an individual’s genome contains a SNP at a

particular location can reveal sensitive information about that indi-

vidual. The privacy concern therefore boils down to ensuring that

an adversary is unable to gain any information about an individual’s

unique set of SNPs. Ad hoc approaches, such as anonymization of

the reads, may be insufficient to ensure privacy because SNPs are

still exposed to the sequencing server and an adversary may be able

to uniquely identify an individual with some additional informa-

tion [26]. In some other situations, details of the SNPs are part of

the intellectual property of the researcher, which may be violated

when sequencing is done by a cloud-based computing entity. Thus,

given that a sequencing task routinely evaluates the alignment for

millions of reads, designing scalable privacy preserving techniques

for alignment of genomic data is an important open problem in

computational biology [9, 28]. This is a challenge because we wish

to protect an individual’s personal identifiable information despite
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the fact that the reference human genome template, which is nearly

identical to the individual’s genome, is public knowledge. In this

work, we design a two-cloud solution for private human genome

alignment that does not reveal SNP information in an individual’s

genome.

1.1 Existing Alignment Algorithms
Sequencing technologies produce fragments of DNA, RNA, or pro-

teins as reads. These reads need to be assembled in order to obtain

the complete genome sequence. Read alignment is usually the core

step in the genome assembly pipeline [45]. It is the process by

which a read is compared to a much larger reference genome to

determine where it occurs within the reference. Modern alignment

algorithms [39, 46, 47, 53] are designed to handle high-throughput

sequencing technologies such as Roche/454, SOLiD, and Illumina

that produce giga base-pairs in a machine day [55]. They also take

advantage of some characteristics specific to sequencing technolo-

gies, such as short read lengths from Illumina and low substitution

error rate from Helicos [45].

Most state-of-the-art alignment algorithms construct auxiliary

data structures for fast processing and can be broadly classified as

either local or global alignment algorithms. Global alignment algo-

rithms aim at aligning two related sequences end-to-end, whereas

local alignment algorithms align specific local regions of both se-

quences with high similarity. Needleman-Wunsch [57] and Smith-

Waterman [69] are popular global and local alignment algorithms,

respectively, and are among the earliest to use dynamic program-

ming for sequence alignment. Depending on the characteristics of

their auxiliary data structures, alignment algorithms can be grouped

into the following two categories [45]:

(1) HashTable-BasedAlgorithms:This category of algorithms

follows the seed-and-extend strategy. In this strategy, the al-

gorithm generates seeds from reads, maps the seeds to the ref-

erence template, and extends the seeds using standard align-

ment algorithms that use dynamic programming. BLAST

[3, 4] is one of the widely used seed-and-extend algorithms

for read alignment. SOAP [47], SeqMap [29], MAQ [46], and

SHRiMP [64] are some other modern alignment algorithms

that use hash tables.

(2) Suffix and Prefix Tree-Based Algorithms: These align-
ment algorithms build suffix trees, suffix arrays, or full-text

minute-space (FM) indices from tries in order to find exact

matches. They leverage the fact that the alignment of read

patterns in multiple locations of the template need to be

done only once. Aligners like MUMmer [35] and OASIS [54]

depend on suffix trees, Vmatch [1] and Segemehl [27] on

suffix arrays, and Bowtie [40], BWA [43], BWT-SW [36], and

SOAP2 [48] on the FM-index.

Long reads usually have a higher likelihood of containing se-

quencing errors. Therefore, it is imperative that read aligners allow

gaps and partial alignments. BLAT [30], SSAHA [58], and BWA-SW

[44] are a few modern read aligners available for long reads.

1.2 Related Work
Several works in the past few decades address (or can be adapted to

address) the problem of private genome alignment. Blatt et al. [12],

Kim and Lauter [31], and Lauter et al. [41] use homomorphic en-

cryption to perform genomic computations on encrypted genomic

data in a genome-wide association studies setting. Atallah et al.

[7], Baron et al. [10], and De Cristofaro et al. [19] propose private

string/pattern matching algorithms using homomorphic encryp-

tion that can be adapted to carry out private genome alignment.

An important drawback of homomorphic encryption is that it can

be computationally cumbersome because of the use of large keys to

achieve privacy. Atallah and Li [8] performs string matching using

Yao’s garbled circuits [74] and a secure two-party protocol. Atallah

et al. [7] and Jha et al. [28] are some other works that propose secure

multi-party protocols to perform private genomic computations

such as read alignment. Al Aziz et al. [2], Jha et al. [28], Szajda

et al. [71], and Wang et al. [72] propose privacy-preserving edit

distance protocols based on set intersection, garbled circuits, and

oblivious transfer that can be used as a building block for private

genome alignment. However, these approaches do not scale to

the human genome. Recently, Kim et al. [32] introduces SHiMMer,

a secure hidden Markov model evaluation method that uses ho-

momorphic encryption for read alignment. Cogo et al. [16], Loka

et al. [49], Widanage et al. [73] although for read alignment, use

privacy in the context of genome data to perform operations like

privacy-preserving real time filtering. Chen et al. [15] uses a hybrid

public-private cloud setting to design a secure seed-and-extend

alignment algorithm. Popic and Batzoglou [60] also proposes a

private read alignment algorithm in a hybrid public-private cloud

setting using the MinHash technique. Zhao et al. [75] proposes a

hybrid cloud alignment algorithm that delegates both the seeding

and extension subtasks to the public cloud, while only performing

encryption/decryption tasks on the private cloud. Lambert et al.

[37] leverage Intels SGX powered cloud enclave for secure align-

ment of filtered reads. Fernandes et al. [22] also use hybrid cloud

environments to securely align reads. Although private clouds are

more secure, they pose major challenges in terms of hardware

expenses, visibility and adaptability to communicate with public

clouds. Some of the recent secure Private Information Retrieval

protocols implemented by Angel et al. [5], Angel and Setty [6], Dai

et al. [18], Dong and Chen [21] achieve sub-linear communication

with k ≥2 copies of databases stored separately. In our two-cloud

algorithm, both clouds communicate with the client less than four

times. Bhuyan et al. [11] and Külekci [34] use the Burrows-Wheeler

transform for secure compression and transmission respectively.

Threat model: Our algorithm performs secure read alignment

across the whole human genome using two semi-honest and non-

colluding clouds. A semi-honest adversary follows the protocol as

specified honestly but they may try to learn as much information

as possible from the messages they receive from other parties.

1.3 Outline of the Paper
Our goal in this work is to devise an algorithm to align a set of reads

from an individual’s genome to a public reference human genome

(template) without revealing SNPs. We begin with an overview

of existing alignment algorithms in Section 1.1 and a survey of

related work in Section 1.2. We outline the conventional Burrows-

Wheeler Transform alignment algorithm in Section 2 and define the
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problem of private genome alignment in Section 3. Section 4 out-

lines the different components of our alignment algorithm in detail.

Section 5 discusses the security and computational complexity of

our algorithm, whereas Section 6 provides formal correctness and

privacy guarantees. We provide empirical evidence of the effective-

ness of our proposed algorithm in Section 7. Finally, we conclude

in Section 8 with some avenues for future work.

2 THE BURROWS-WHEELER TRANSFORM
(BWT) ALGORITHM

The Burrows-Wheeler Transform (BWT) is a reversible permutation

of a string [13]. The BWT algorithm begins by creating all possible

rotations of a string and sorting them lexicographically to create a

Burrows-Wheeler matrix of characters. The first column of this BW

matrix comprises lexicographical runs of all the characters present

in the string. The last column of the BW matrix is the Burrows-

Wheeler Transform. The BWT algorithm has applications in several

diverse fields, including sequence alignment [40, 43, 48], image and

data compression [17, 20, 52, 61]. A useful concept in the derivation

of the BWT is the so-called T -ranking.

Definition 1. [T -ranking] TheT -ranking assigns ranks to each
character in a string X such that the rank of its ith symbol X [i] is
defined as

rank(X [i]) := |{j ∈ {1, . . . , i} : X [j] = X [i]}| − 1.

The BWT algorithm considers strings to be cyclic and transforms

its characters by their right context. If a string t follows a symbol

s in the text, then t is called a right context of s . The BW matrix

will always have a row beginning with t and ending with s . Since
the rows are sorted lexicographically, all symbols with the right

context t appear consecutively in the BWT, which makes it easy

for compression. In addition, the sorting order of the rotations

of the string is exactly the same as the sorting order of suffixes.

Therefore, the algorithm can be implemented in linear time using

suffix arrays [13]. This concept is fundamental to the FM-index,

a data structure used for the compression and search over large

bodies of text [23]. The BWT can be easily reversed because the BW

matrix satisfies an important property known as LF mapping. The

LF mapping property notes that the ith occurrence of a character

in the first and last columns of the BW matrix correspond to the

same character and location in the original string. The LF mapping

helps us locate the occurrence of any particular symbol in the first

column of the BW matrix.

Reads are aligned using the FM-index. The FM-index comprises

the BWT and the first column of the BWmatrix. Consider a stringw
and lety be a substring ofw . The locations ofy withinw correspond

to an interval in the suffix array of w . Therefore, aligning a read

using the FM-index is the same as finding the right intervals corre-

sponding to the read in the suffix array. Figure 1 shows alignment

of a read “CCT ” to a template “ACCTCTA”. In order to map this

read to the template, the algorithm first locates all the occurrences

of the smallest suffix of the read in the template. This is equivalent

to checking for locations of the baseT in the first column. Next, the

algorithm looks for the baseC in the corresponding rows in the last

column. This is same as searching for all occurrences of the sub-

string “CT ” in the input template string. This corresponds to “C2T1”

and “C1T0” in our original template string. Then, the corresponding

C’s in the first column are located. In our example, these are C1

and C2 in the first column. The algorithm continues to look for the

next largest suffix. The algorithm stops once all the characters in

the read are processed. The suffix array interval is extracted using

the rows of the first column after the algorithm terminates. For

inexact alignment, algorithms such as the Bowtie and BWA employ

a backtracking approach to approximate string matching [38, 43].

There are several possible optimizations to ensure efficiency of the

BWT alignment algorithm [24, 33, 65]. The FM-Index can be used

in cloud setting by passing first column of Burrows-Wheeler Matrix

and the BWT to different clouds by allowing communication be-

tween clouds and finally retrieve the alignments using suffix array.

Our algorithm uses the FM-index with a few key modifications.

Instead of lexicographically sorting the rotations, our algorithm

independently shuffles the first and last columns of the rotation

matrix directly for privacy considerations. Additionally, the first

row of the rotation matrix is simply the concatenation of the refer-

ence template string and the $ symbol, whereas its last row is the

concatenation of the $ symbol and the reference template. There-

fore, our algorithm does not require explicit construction of all of

the rotations of the reference template string.

3 PROBLEM SETUP
We are given a publicly available reference human genome template

X and a list of reads. Our algorithm performs some processing steps

on a secure computer (Client) before sending selective information

to two non-colluding clouds (CloudF and CloudL). It then uses the

clouds to align the set of reads to the reference template privately

without revealing the contents of individual reads or the locations

of SNPs to either cloud. We assume that both the clouds are non-

colluding semi-honest adversaries. By semi-honest adversaries, we

mean that the clouds follow the exact specified protocol and will not

make an attempt to change their inputs/outputs however, they may

attempt to infer the truth from publicly available information, or

by running post-processing steps on any intermediate information

they get while executing our algorithm.

3.1 Notation
We write |e | to denote the length of a string/array e and e[i] to
denote its ith entry. Throughout, we index arrays and strings start-

ing from one. We assume that the reference human genome tem-

plate X and the n reads r1, r2, . . . , rn generated by the sequenc-

ing technology are strings over the alphabet Σ := {A,T ,G,C}.
We assume for simplicity that |ri | = l , ∀i ∈ {1, . . . ,n}. We write

conc(a1,a2, . . . ,aj ) to denote the concatenation of strings/arrays

a1,a2, . . . ,aj in order. Let e[i : j] denote the substring/subarray

of a string/array e starting at position i and ending at position j
(both endpoints included). We often omit quotation marks while

writing strings. Let π (k) denote a random permutation of the ar-

ray [1, 2, . . . ,k]. In our algorithm, we transform the first and last

columns of the rotation matrix of the reference human template X .

We call the transformed first column array F and the transformed

last column array L. We denote the transformed suffix array by SA.
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Figure 1: Burrows-Wheeler Transform of the string “ACCTCTA”. Left: BWT with T -ranking; Middle: BWT reversibility using
LF mapping; Right: FM-index-based alignment of the string “CCT”

4 TWO-CLOUD SHUFFLED BWT
ALGORITHM

Our algorithm begins by transforming the reads and the public refer-

ence template on the client’s secure computer before sending them

as inputs to the clouds. The Two-Cloud Shuffled Burrows-Wheeler

Transform alignment algorithm is then carried out with communi-

cation between the clouds to generate candidate read alignments.

These candidate alignments are then returned to the client, which

then uses the transformed suffix array (only available to the client)

to retrieve the final set of alignments after post-processing.

Algorithm 1 Transforming a Reference Template Chunk

1: procedure TransformTemplateChunk(X )

2: Shuffle conc(X , $) and conc($,X ) independently
to form F and L

3: Shuffle the suffix array in the same way as

conc(X , $) to form SA
4: Establish links between F and L
5: F ′[i] ← location in L of the ranked base to

the left of F [i] in X
6: L′[i] ← location in F of the ranked base L[i]
7: end procedure
8: Store L′ in CloudF, F ′, L in CloudL, SA with Client

Transforming the Reference Template: We begin by trans-

forming the reference template on Client. We first divide the ref-

erence template into large chunks and scramble them. Without

loss of generality, we also denote scrambled template chunks by

X . We then transform each scrambled chunk using Algorithm 1

on Client. As noted in Section 2, the first and last columns of the

matrix formed by all the left rotations of conc(X , $) can be written

as conc(X , $) and conc($,X ), respectively.
Let U and V be the array representations of strings conc(X, $)

and conc($, X), and m := |U | = |V |. We generate independent

random permutations and use them to construct the shuffled first

and last column arrays F and L, respectively, from U and V , as
noted in Definition 2. The shuffled suffix array SA, which is the

same as the permutation applied to the first column of the rotation

matrix, can be used by the client to retrieve the original alignments

from the candidate alignments returned by the clouds.

Definition 2. [Shuffled first and last columns] Given random

permutations πf = π (m) and πl = π (m), the shuffled first and last

columns are defined as

F [i] = U [πf [i]], L[i] = V [πl [i]], ∀i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}.

The transformed suffix array SA is defined as

SA[i] = πf [i], ∀i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}.

We also define arrays F ′ and L′ to store the links between the

shuffled columns F and L. These linking arrays are required to

carry out the alignment algorithm between the two clouds because

the first and last columns are shuffled independently. F ′ and L′

are in-directions needed to shield the knowledge of F and L. For
instance, if CloudL has the knowledge of F and L, RO, it can deduce

the alignment positions of the different reads by storing a directed

graph whose nodes are the different list of rows of F encountered

during the course of the algorithm. This graph can yield a subset

of the different alignment positions. Similarly, ifCloudF had access

to both F and L, using the read order RO and the bases accessed

in F at every iteration, it is possible to build the read. F ′ and L′

give access to F and L when stored in different clouds. For example,

given F and L′, without, the knowledge of F ′, it is not possible
to construct L. However, given the indices, it may be possible to

construct F ′. Even then, it is computationally expensive and may

not be feasible to build F and L. We store L′ in CloudF and F ′ and L
in CloudL. Note that we do not store F or SA in CloudF or CloudL.

Definition 3. [Linking arrays F ′ and L′] Suppose we are given
random permutations πf = π (m), πl = π (m) andT -ranking is used
to define the first and last column arrays F and L. The array F ′ is
such that for each i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, F ′[i] is the index/location in L of

the ranked base to the immediate left of F [i] in X . The array L′ is
such that for each i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, L′[i] is the index/location in F of

the ranked base L[i].

Example 1. Let us revisit the example in Section 2. We have

X = A0C0C1T0C2T1A1 with T -ranking. Let πf = [5, 3, 2, 1, 8, 6, 4, 7]
and πl = [2, 1, 5, 6, 8, 7, 3, 4] be the random permutations used to

shuffle conc(X , $) and conc($,X ), respectively. From Definition 2,

we have:

U = [A0,C0,C1,T0,C2,T1,A1, $],

V = [$,A0,C0,C1,T0,C2,T1,A1],

F = [C2,C1,C0,A0, $,T1,T0,A1],

L = [A0, $,T0,C2,A1,T1,C0,C1].

From Definition 3, we can also compute the linking arrays F ′ and
L′ as follows:

F ′ = [3, 7, 1, 2, 5, 4, 8, 6], L′ = [4, 5, 7, 1, 8, 6, 3, 2].
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Algorithm 2 Transforming the Input Reads

1: procedure TransformReads(reads,д)
2: Divide the reads into д groups

3: Create random bijections between reads in

group 1 and reads in groups 2 to д
4: Create read order RO for reads in group 1

5: Use RO to create super-read SR1 for reads in

group 1 satisfying Property 1

6: Create SRi for reads in groups i = 2 to д using

SR1 and the constructed bijections

7: end procedure
8: Store RO in CloudF, {SRi }

д
i=1 in CloudL, readGroups and

readMappinдs with Client

Here, F ′[1] is the index/location in L of the base T0, which is to the

immediate left of F [1] = C2 in X . Since T0 is in the third position

of L, we have F ′[1] = 3. Similarly, L′[1] is the index/location in F
of the base L[1] = A0. Since A0 occurs in the fourth position of F ,
we have L′[1] = 4. We can recover F and L by reverse engineering

the above steps. In order to do this, access to both F ′ and L′ is
required. We use T -ranking in F and L only for illustration, but do

not store ranks of occurrence of the bases in either cloud unlike

the conventional FM-index.

Transforming Reads: Next, we describe the procedure for

transforming the reads on the client’s secure computer. We ran-

domly partition the set of reads into д ≥ 2 groups of equal size.

We then interleave the reads of each group using a randomized

procedure while preserving the relative ordering of the symbols in

the individual reads to construct a super-read SRk for each read

group k that satisfies Property 1. In other words, a super-read SRk
is an interleaved arrangement of the set of input reads in group k
such that the jth symbol of each read ri [j] in group k occurs before

the (j+1)th symbol of the same read ri [j+1]within SRk for each i
and j . The motivation for constructing a super-read for each group

is to ensure that the clouds are oblivious to the individual contents

of the reads in the group.

Property 1. A super-read SR of reads r1, . . . , rn , each of length

l , is a restrictive random permutation of conc(r1, . . . , rn ) such that

for each i ∈ {1, . . . ,n} and j ∈ {1, . . . , l − 1}, ri [j] occurs before
ri [j + 1] in the permutation.

We now explain how such a super-read may be constructed in

practice. A super-read SR satisfying Property 1 can be constructed

using a random permutation of the following array of read indices

of length l × n:

conc([1, . . . , 1︸  ︷︷  ︸
l terms

], [2, . . . , 2︸  ︷︷  ︸
l terms

], . . . , [n, . . . ,n︸   ︷︷   ︸
l terms

]).

We call this random permutation the read order RO in the super-

read SR. Given a read order RO, we can construct the super-read

SR as follows. Suppose RO[i] = j for some j ∈ {1, . . . ,n} and the

read index j occurs exactly k ∈ {1, . . . , l} times in the subarray

RO[1 :i]. Then we set SR[i] = r j [k]. We follow a similar procedure

to specify each element of the super-read SR using RO. We use

the above procedure to create the super-read and read order for the

first group of reads. We then construct random bijections between

the reads in group 1 and the reads in each of the other д − 1 groups.
We use these mappings to form the super-reads for the remaining

д − 1 groups by transforming the read order and super-read of read

group 1 using these bijections. We provide CloudF with the read

order for group 1 and CloudL with the super-reads for all д groups.

Example 2. Suppose we have four reads r1 = ACC , r2 = CCT ,
r3 = TCT , and r4 = CTA and divide them into two groups with

readGroups = [[1, 4], [2, 3]]. Let readMappinдs = {1 : [2], 4 : [3]}

denote the random bijections from reads in group 1 to the reads in

the remaining groups. Suppose RO = [1, 4, 4, 1, 4, 1]. Note that RO

comprises only the read numbers 1 and 4 since readGroups[1] =
[1, 4]. We use the read order RO to construct a super-read SR1 =

[A,C,T ,C,A,C] for group 1 that satisfies Property 1. Using the

random bijection defined by readMappinдs , we construct the im-
plicit read order for group 2 to be RO2 = [2, 3, 3, 2, 3, 2]. We use

this implicit read order for group 2 to build the super-read SR2 =

[C,T ,C,C,T ,T ] for group 2.

Encoding Group Information: CloudL selects a list of large

random primes Pk for each group k . Instead of communicating the

group number k to CloudF, CloudL selects a random prime p′k from

Pk and sends a random number r ′ such that r ′ ≡ 1 (mod p′k ) to
CloudF. CloudF picks a large random number N and a polynomial

poly with positive coefficients that sum (sumCoe f f ) to N . CloudF
then returns polyVal = poly(r ′) and N to CloudL. Finally, CloudL
assigns group number j if poly(r ′) (mod p′) equals N (mod p′) for
some p′ ∈ Pj and j ∈ {1, . . . ,д}. Because poly(r ′) (mod p′k ) equals

N (mod p′k ) for the original group number k and chosen prime

p′k ∈ Pk , the original group number k will be recovered by CloudL.

The Alignment Algorithm: The alignment of the reads to

each scrambled reference template chunk proceeds in a manner

similar to the conventional BWT alignment algorithm. This pro-

cedure is outlined in Algorithm 3. The partial alignments for the

reads in groups 2 to д are stored in the entry corresponding to the

read in group 1 to which they are mapped.

CloudF sends (index, polyVal, sumCoeff) pairs corresponding to

the current read number in the read order RO to CloudL. CloudL
identifies the group number for each tuple sent by CloudF. It also
transforms the indices of F to indices of L using the links F ′. CloudL
then collects all of the candidate indices of L corresponding to each

group. It then determines which of these locations in L contains

the current base of the corresponding group’s super-read. CloudL
encodes the group number and sends the (index, E(groupNum))

pairs for indices in L that contain the current base in the super-

read to CloudF. CloudF converts the encoded group numbers into

(polyVal, sumCoeff) pairs. CloudF then transforms the indices of

L to the corresponding indices of F using the links L′ and updates

the entry in A of the current read number in RO. The algorithm

terminates when the entire read order RO is processed from right

to left. After termination, CloudF returns the final list of ordered

pairs of candidate alignments and encryptions for all reads to the

client. Finally, Client computes the final alignment positions for

each read after post-processing the candidate alignments using

Algorithm 4.
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Figure 2: Outline of the alignment procedure between two
clouds in the Two-Cloud Shuffled BWT Algorithm

Inexact Alignment: When none of the candidate indices of L
contain the current base of the super-read for a particular read in

group k , CloudL does not return any partial alignment indices for

this read to CloudF during that iteration. Our Two-Cloud Shuffled

BWT alignment algorithm can be adapted for the case of inexact

alignment as follows: if CloudL does not encounter any candidate

indices of L for a particular read groupk , it simply returns all indices

of L that contain the current base of SRk to CloudF. Since this

inexact alignment strategy may sometimes lead to an explosion in

the number of candidate alignments, especially if the read contains

a SNP among its first few bases, the post-processing algorithm

filters these alignments depending on the maximum number of

allowed mismatches specified.

Post-processing Candidate Alignments: The indices of F
returned by the Two-Cloud Shuffled BWT algorithm are post-

processed on Client using Algorithm 4. This algorithm begins by

decrypting group numbers and separating the candidate alignments

for each individual read. The algorithm then filters the alignments

given a limit on the maximum number of mismatches allowed to

determine final alignments for each read.

Optimization of Communication Between Clouds: In each
chunk, our algorithm produces more inexact alignments than exact

ones. This results in explosion of communication costs as both

clouds exchange nearly half the template size of indices whenever

there is an inexact alignment. In order to cut down on these costs,

in addition to groups numbers, we also maintain a threshold Y
for all reads and a cutoff Ci , i ∈ {1 . . .n} for each read. Suppose

the threshold is the minimum of number of occurrences of all the

bases in the reference template. We increase the cutoff for a read

by 1 whenever CloudL transfers more than Y indices to CloudF.
We communicate the cutoff by obfuscating them using the same

scheme we use of the group numbers. Once the cutoff exceeds 2,

we do not send any indices for that read from then on.

5 DISCUSSION OF THE PROPOSED
APPROACH

Modern DNA sequencing technologies produce millions of reads.

These reads contain recurring patterns (e.g., codons) in the hu-

man genome. Patterns in the human genome are public knowledge

because the reference human genome template is publicly avail-

able. Consequently, private genome alignment algorithms should

be carefully designed to ensure that these patterns do not risk expo-

sure of SNPs or alignment positions. In our algorithm, we use two

clouds to achieve our goal of privacy for SNPs. We achieve this by

only providing selective information to each of the clouds without

compromising the security of the reads during any given phase of

execution. In addition, we introduce the following five novel ideas
to achieve our correctness and privacy goals:

(1) Shuffling First and Last Columns of the Rotation Ma-
trix: We list all of the left rotations of the template string

in order to obtain the rotation matrix of characters. The ith
entry in the first column of the rotation matrix is linked

to the ith entry in the last column, whereas the ith entry

in the last column of the rotation matrix is linked to the

(i − 1)th element of the first column. We shuffle the first and

last columns of this rotation matrix independently and use

the corresponding permutations to determine the new links

between the shuffled columns. As noted in Section 2, we

directly shuffle conc(X , $) and conc($, X ) to achieve this.

(2) Constructing Super-reads: In order to keep the reads pri-

vate, we transform groups of reads into super-reads. Each

super-read is constructed using a restrictive random per-

mutation of the concatenation of the reads in its group (or

alternatively, using a sequence of read numbers called the

read order).

(3) Dividing Reads into Groups and Encrypting Group In-
formation: We randomly partition the set of reads into

д ≥ 2 groups of equal size. We then create the super-read

and read order for the first read group as detailed in Section 4.

The random one-to-one mappings of the read numbers in

group 1 to those of other groups ensures correctness of the al-

gorithm when reads of all д groups are processed in clusters.

CloudL aligns the next bases of the current set of д reads as

determined by the read order and the д super-reads. It then

combines the partial alignments for the current reads of all

д groups and encrypts group information. This encryption

precludes CloudF from developing pattern-based attacks. We

provide more details below and in Section 6.

(4) Partitioning and Scrambling the Template into Multi-
ple Chunks: After each iteration of the algorithm, CloudF
gets a set of partial alignment indices from CloudL. These
indices will be a subset of indices of F of the corresponding

base. If group information is known, the number of partial

alignment indices for a particular read indicate the number of

occurrences of its processed substring. With the knowledge

of the public reference template, the cloud could compare

the number of occurrences of every possible realization of

this pattern with the number of partial alignment indices to

potentially deduce the pattern. To avoid this, we divide the

template into several large chunks and concatenate a part
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Algorithm 3 Outline of the Two-Cloud Shuffled BWT Alignment Algorithm

1: procedure TwoCloudShuffledBWT(L, F ′, L′,RO, {SRk }
д
k=1)

2: CloudF
3: Initialization
4: Get L′ and RO from Client
5: Define dictionary A with A[readNum] = [ ] for each unique readNum in RO

6: Set current iteration number i ← |RO|

7: Alignment
8: if iteration number i < |RO| then
9: Get list of (index, E(groupNum)) tuples from CloudL for read number RO[i]
10: Convert all indices of L (first terms of tuples) to indices of F using L′

11: Convert second terms of tuples (E(groupNum)) to (polyVal, sumCoeff) tuples

12: Update A[RO[i]] to the list of (index, polyVal, sumCoeff) tuples and set i ← i − 1
13: end if

14: Communication
15: Send list of (index, polyVal, sumCoeff) tuples from A[RO[i]] to CloudL

16: CloudL
17: Initialization
18: Get F ′, L and super-reads SRk , k ∈ {1, . . . ,д}, from Client

19: Alignment
20: Get list of (index, polyVal, sumCoeff) tuples from CloudF
21: Identify group numbers from (polyVal, sumCoeff) pairs

22: Convert all indices of F (first terms of tuples) to indices of L using F ′

23: Pool together candidate indices of L for each group

24: No candidate indices of L for a group =⇒ use all indices of L as candidates

25: for each group k ∈ {1, . . . ,д} do
26: Among the indices for group k , check for current base of the super-read SRk [i] in L
27: For each matching index of L, assemble the index and E(k) as a tuple
28: end for

29: Communication
30: Send the list of (index, E(groupNum)) ordered pairs to CloudF
31: if iteration number i == 0 then
32: Return list (index, E(дroupNum)) of ordered pairs to Client
33: end if

34: Client
35: Preprocessing
36: Transform the reference template chunk using Algorithm 1 to get F , L, F ′, L′, and SA
37: Transform input reads using Algorithm 2 to get the super-reads {SRk }

д
k=1 and read order RO

38: Send L′, RO to CloudF, and L, F ′, {SRk }
д
k=1 to CloudL

39: Post-processing
40: Post-process candidate alignments returned by CloudL using Algorithm 4

41: Return final set of alignments F for each read given limit on number of mismatches

42: end procedure

or whole of a template chunk with another template chunk.

This ensures CloudF cannot employ direct pattern attacks

because the number of partial alignment indices now only

corresponds to the number of patterns of a read substring in

that particular template chunk.

(5) Inexact Alignment: If a read contains a SNP, none of can-

didate indices of the shuffled last column L may contain its
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Algorithm 4 Post-processing Candidate Alignments

1: procedure Postprocessing(X , reads,A, SA,
readGroups, readMappinдs,misLimit )

2: Initialize F = {j : ∅ for j ∈ {1, . . . ,n}}
3: for readNum in readGroups[1] do
4: for (index,pv, sc) in A[readNum] do
5: Let i ← D(pv, sc) be the group number

6: if i == 1 then
7: j ← readNum
8: else
9: j ← read number in group i

corresponding to readNum
10: end if
11: Set k ← SA[index]
12: if diff(X [k : k + l − 1], r j ) ≤ misLimit
13: F [j] ← F [j] ∪ {k}
14: end if
15: end for
16: end for
17: end procedure
18: Return final set of alignments F to Client

SNP base (i.e., the current base of its group’s super-read).

We let CloudL return an empty set of partial alignments and

continue with the alignment for the rest of the read. During

post-processing, we filter these inexact alignments based on

the specified mismatch limit.

Since the reference human genome template is public knowledge,

one may question the need to transform the first and last columns

of the rotation matrix. Consider an alternative approach where

CloudF only contains the read order RO in the super-read, while

CloudL contains the unshuffled first and last columns F and L of

the BWT matrix along with the super-read SR. Although CloudL
does not know the read order RO, it can deduce the alignment

positions of the different reads by storing a directed graph whose

nodes are the different list of row indices of F encountered during

the course of the algorithm. An edge from node u to node v of

the graph indicates that during some iteration and for some read,

the list of matching row indices of L was the subset v of the row

indicesu of L. The leaves of this graph yield a subset of the different

alignment positions. Moreover, CloudL can traverse the graph to

locate the relative position of any SNPs within a read. Therefore,

it is crucial to transform the public reference template and only

provide selective information to the two clouds.

Computational Complexity: The pre-processing steps for the

reference template and the computation of F ′, L′, and SA require

O(m) space and memory, wherem denotes the size of each template

chunk. The pre-processing steps for the n reads, including the con-

struction of the read-orderRO and theд super-readsSR1, . . . ,SRд ,
requireO(nl) space and memory. The per-iteration cost of our align-

ment algorithm is equal to O(m) per read, which is the same as the

per-iteration cost of the traditional BWT alignment algorithm that

uses the FM-index (although the actual realized cost may be signifi-

cantly smaller). Practical implementations of the BWT alignment

algorithm, such as Bowtie [38], implement several optimizations

that improve the efficiency of the basic alignment algorithm. While

some of these techniques might be adapted to our two-cloud align-

ment algorithm as well, we must take care to ensure that they do

not compromise security of our approach.

6 CORRECTNESS AND PRIVACY
GUARANTEES

In this section, we prove that our Two-Cloud Shuffled BWT algo-

rithm recovers all exact and inexact alignments whenever a read

does not contain a SNP in its first position. We also analyze the

security of the algorithm and provide argumentation for why it

does not reveal the presence of SNPs in an individual’s genome.

6.1 Proof of Correctness
We begin with the following definitions of exact and inexact align-

ments.

Definition 4. [Exact alignment] A read r of length l is said
to align exactly with the template X at position p if the substring

X [p : (p + l − 1)] is identical to the string r .

Definition 5. [Inexact alignment] Given a mismatch limitM ≥
1, a read r of length l is said to align inexactly with the template X
at position p if X [p : (p + l − 1)] and r differ by at least one and at

mostM elements.

We now prove that the Two-Cloud Shuffled BWT algorithm

recovers all exact alignments of reads in the original template X .
While without loss of generality we consider a simplified setting

with one template chunk, two reads, two read groups, and trivial

encodings for ease of exposition, our arguments readily extend to

the more general setting of Algorithm 3.

Theorem 2. [Correctness of the Two-Cloud Shuffled BWT Algo-

rithm] Consider the setting with one template chunkX of lengthm,

two reads each of length l (n = 2), two read groups (д = 2),

and with trivial encodings, i.e., E(i) ≡ i and the corresponding

(polyVal, sumCoeff) ≡ (i, i) for i = 1, 2. Assume without loss of

generality that reads r1 and r2 are in read groups 1 and 2, respec-

tively. Suppose read r1 has an exact alignment with the template

X at position p. Then the index p is an element of the set of final

alignments F [1] determined by Client after post-processing using

Algorithm 4.

Proof. Given random permutations πf = π (m) and πl = π (m),
let the shuffled first and last columns F and L and the shuffled suffix

array SA be defined as in Definition 2. Let the linking arrays F ′

and L′ be defined as in Definition 3. Note that the super-read SRk
for group k ∈ {1, 2} is simply the array rk [1 : l − 1] since there is
exactly one read in each group.

We proceed by induction. For the base case, we argue that the

set of partial alignmentsA[1] returned by CloudL after one base of

reads r1 and r2 are processed includes the tuple (j, 1, 1), where the
index j is such that F [j] = X [p+l−1] = r1[l]. Then, as the induction
hypothesis, we assume that after k ≥ 1 bases of reads r1 and r2
are processed, the set of partial alignments A[1] includes the tuple

(j, 1, 1), where the index j is such that F [j] = X [p+l−k] = r1[l+1−k].
We then demonstrate that after one more iteration of the Two-

Cloud Shuffled BWT algorithm is executed (i.e., after k + 1 bases
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of reads r1 and r2 are processed), the tuple (q, 1, 1) is an element of

the set of partial alignments A[1], where the index q is such that

F [q] = X [p+l −k −1] = r1[l −k]. Finally, we conclude by induction
that when the Two-Cloud Shuffled BWT algorithm terminates (i.e.,

after all l bases of reads r1 and r2 are processed), the tuple (q, 1, 1) is
an element of the set of partial alignmentsA[1], where the index q
is such that F [q] = X [p] = r1[1]. This readily implies that the exact

alignment at index p for read r1 is recovered by the secure client

computer after post-processing.

Base Case. We begin by showing that the base case of our in-

duction hypothesis holds. Note that the set of partial alignments

A[1] returned by CloudL after one base of reads r1 and r2 are pro-
cessed includes all pairs (j, 1, 1) with indices j ∈ {1, . . . ,m} of F
such that F [j] = r1[l]. Since read r1 aligns with the template ex-

actly at position p by assumption, we have X [p + l − 1] = r1[l].
Consequently, the set A[1] includes the tuple (j, 1, 1) such that

F [j] = X [p + l − 1] = r1[l].

Inductive Step. Suppose that after k ≥ 1 bases of reads r1 and r2
are processed, setA[1] includes the tuple (j, 1, 1), where the index j
is such that F [j] = X [p+ l −k] = r1[l +1−k]. We wish to show that

after one more iteration of the Two-Cloud Shuffled BWT algorithm

is executed (i.e., after k + 1 bases of reads r1 and r2 are processed),
the tuple (q, 1, 1) is an element of the set of partial alignmentsA[1],

where the index q is such that F [q] = X [p + l − k − 1] = r1[l − k].
By assumption, the list of ordered pairs A[1] sent by CloudF to

CloudL includes the tuple (j, 1, 1), where the index j is such that

F [j] = X [p + l − k] = r1[l + 1 − k]. CloudL first decrypts the group

number to identify that the index j is among the list of indices of F
for group 1. It then transforms the index j of F to the index F ′[j] of
L, which by Definition 3 yields the index v of L such that

L[v] = X [p + l − k − 1] (1)

since F [j] = X [p+ l −k]. CloudL then checks whether L[v] contains
the same base as SR1[l − k] := r1[l − k]. Since read r1 has an exact

alignment at position p of X by assumption, we have from (1) that

L[v] = X [p + l − k − 1] = r1[l − k]. (2)

Therefore, L[v] contains the same base as SR1[l − k] and CloudL
sends the tuple (v, 1, 1) among its list of ordered pairs to CloudF.
Finally, CloudF transforms the index v of L to the index L′[v] of F ,
which by (2) and Definition 3 yields the index q of F such that

F [q] = X [p + l − k − 1].

Therefore, when the set of partial alignments A[1] is updated by

CloudF after k + 1 bases of reads r1 and r2 are processed, it contains
the tuple (q, 1, 1) such that F [q] = X [p + l − k − 1] = r1[l − k]. This
proves our inductive step.

Inductive Argument. By induction, when the Two-Cloud Shuffled

BWT algorithm terminates after all l bases of reads r1 and r2 are
processed (i.e., k = l − 1), the tuple (q, 1, 1) is an element of the set

of partial alignments A[1], where the index q is such that F [q] =
X [p] = r1[1]. Therefore, the set of candidate alignments returned

by CloudF to the client includes the tuple (q, 1, 1) such that F [q] =
X [p] = r1[1]. This readily implies that the exact alignment at index

p for read r1 is recovered by the secure client computer after post-

processing. □

We next show that our algorithm recovers all inexact alignments

for reads with SNPs so long as these SNPs do not occur at the first

read index. For ease of exposition, we consider the same setting

as Theorem 2 but when read r1 has an inexact alignment with one

mismatch.

Corollary 3. [Alignment with single SNP] Consider the setting

in Theorem 2 with mismatch limit M = 1. Suppose read r1 has

an inexact alignment with the template X at position p with one

mismatch. Assume further that r1[1] = X [p] and read r1 does not
align exactly with template X . Then the index p is an element of

the set of final alignments F [1] determined by Client after post-
processing using Algorithm 4.

Proof. Let i ∈ {2, . . . , l} denote the index of read r1 such that

r1[i] , X [p+i−1]. Such an index i exists because r1 aligns inexactly
withX at positionp with onemismatch. Note that r1[j] = X [p+j−1]
for each j , i . Theorem 2 thus implies that CloudL returns a non-

empty list of partial alignments to CloudF after each of the bases

r1[j], j ∈ {i + 1, . . . , l}, are processed. By assumption, r1 does not
align exactly with X . Consequently, there is an index q ∈ {2, . . . , i}
such that after the base r1[q] is processed by the alignment algo-

rithm, CloudL returns an empty list of partial alignments for read

r1 to CloudF (note that q , i necessarily). Since the substrings

r1[1 : q − 1] and X [p : p + q − 2] match exactly, when the next base

r1[q − 1] of r1 is processed by the alignment algorithm, CloudL
returns a non-empty list of partial alignments for r1[q − 1] in X to

CloudF. Similarly, by Theorem 2, for any index j ∈ {1, . . . ,q − 1},
after the base r1[j] is processed by the alignment algorithm, CloudL
returns a non-empty list of partial alignments for r1[j :q− 1] in X to

CloudF. Therefore, at termination, CloudL returns the list of partial

alignments for r1[1 : q − 1] in X to CloudF. Since the substrings

r1[1 : q − 1] and X [p : p + q − 2] match exactly, Theorem 2 then

implies that the index p is an element of the set of candidate align-

ments A[1] returned by CloudF to the Client. Because r1 aligns

inexactly with X at position p with one mismatch, the index p is an

element of the set of final alignments F [1] determined by Client
after post-processing using Algorithm 4. □

6.2 Security Analysis
In this section, we formally analyze security guarantees for our

algorithm. We begin by discussing the privacy guarantees afforded

by our modified BWT structure. In particular, we argue that CloudF
and CloudL cannot simply use pattern analysis to identify the indi-

vidual contents of the reads. We assume throughout that CloudF
and CloudL are non-colluding clouds. In addition, each client in-

dependently generates the data structures used in the clouds. In

order to make sure that only a legitimate client can interact with a

given data structure in the cloud, authentication mechanisms can

be used.

Security Analysis for CloudF. We shuffle the first and last columns

of the rotation matrix independently preserving the links between

indices of the elements. Storing L′ and F ′ in different clouds ensures
that neither cloud knows the indices of L that corresponds to indices
of F and vice versa. Additionally, neither cloud has access to the

shuffled suffix array. This ensures that the final alignments cannot

be deduced by both CloudF and CloudL. Randomly scrambling large
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template chunks provides security from pattern attacks. For exam-

ple, it is known that the substring TAT occurs 239268 times in the

human genome. Similar counts can be computed for all substrings

of size three (codons) in the reference human genome. Therefore, a

possible privacy leak while computing partial alignments for the

last three bases of each read is that CloudF can compare the num-

ber of partial alignments for a read with the counts of different

codons in the reference template. CloudF can then use this infor-

mation to infer the shuffled first column array F and the contents

of the individual reads. We preclude this privacy leak by randomly

scrambling and splitting the reference template into chunks. This

ensures the counts of each codon in each template chunk is a ran-

dom fraction of the total codon count in the reference template. By

re-numbering reads, generating different read groups, read map-

pings across groups, and super-reads for each scrambled template

chunk, we ensure that CloudF cannot directly add up the number

of partial alignments across each template chunk to identify the

contents of individual reads.

Suppose CloudF can use associativity rules to partition the in-

dices of F into four disjoint groups—one for each base A,C,T , and
G. Additionally, suppose CloudF randomly assigns the symbols W,
X, Y, and Z to these four groups. Note that there are 4! possible

bijections from {W, X, Y, Z} to {A,C,T ,G}, i.e., 4! valid assignments

for the tuple (W, X, Y, Z). To motivate our analysis, consider a single

scrambled template chunk of lengthm. After any iteration of our

Two-Cloud Shuffled BWT algorithm, each row of A contains the

combined partial alignments for reads in д groups. Without loss of

generality, we focus on trying to identify read r1 using the informa-

tion only in CloudF (or only in CloudL). Suppose read r1 belongs to
read group 1. Because the partial (candidate) alignments for read r1
are combined with the partial alignments for corresponding reads

in groups 2 − д in A[1] after each iteration of the Two-Cloud Shuf-

fled BWT algorithm, it may not be possible to uniquely deduce read

r1 (or any of the corresponding reads in groups 2−д) in terms of the

symbols W, X, Y, and Z. We explain this in detail using the following

example.

Example 3. Suppose д = 2 groups, reads r1 and r2 are in groups

1 and 2, and read r2 is mapped to read r1. Additionally, suppose the
last three bases of r1 are WXW and the last two bases of r2 are WZY
in terms of the symbols W, X, Y, and Z. Note that CloudF does not

know the true mapping from {W, X, Y, Z} to {A,C,T ,G}. The partial
alignments A[1] will contain indices of F corresponding to both

symbols W and Y. Since CloudF has no way of deducing which sym-

bol corresponds to which read (r1 or r2), read r1 has the two possible
“super-patterns” W and Y in terms of the symbols W, X, Y, and Z. Once
the next base (from the right) of reads r1 and r2 are processed by the
Two-Cloud Shuffled BWT alignment algorithm in Algorithm 3, the

list of partial alignmentsA[1] will contain indices of F correspond-

ing to the symbols X and Z. Consequently, read r1 will have the four
possible super-patterns XW, XY, ZW, and ZY after this iteration of our

alignment algorithm. Next, after the third-last base of reads r1 and
r2 are processed by our algorithm, the list of partial alignments

A[1] will only contain rows corresponding to the symbol W since
the third-last base of both r1 and r2 is W. Consequently, read r1 will
only have the four possible super-patterns WXW, WXY, WZW, and WZY
after this iteration. Note that the number of patterns associated

with each super-pattern is O(1) because there are only O(1) possi-
ble bijections from {W, X, Y, Z} to {A,C,T ,G} (even after excluding

duplicate patterns arising from different super-patterns).

In what follows, we study how the number of super-patterns

and patterns of a read grow as more of its bases are processed by

the alignment algorithm.

Lemma 4. Let Sj denote the number of possible super-patterns

for read r1 in terms of the symbols W, X, Y, and Z after j of its
bases have been processed by the alignment algorithm 3. Let Nj ∈

{1, 2, 3, 4} denote the number of unique symbols in A[1] after j
bases of r1 are processed. We have

Sj+1 = Nj+1Sj , ∀j ∈ {0, 1, . . . , l − 1},

with S0 := 1. Consequently, the number of possible patterns Pj for
r1 (in terms of A, C , T , and G) after j bases of it are processed is

given by

Pj+1 = O(1)Nj+1Pj , ∀j ∈ {0, 1, . . . , l − 1},

with P0 := 1.

As the number of groups д ≥ 2 increases, so does the probability

that Nj > 1 for each j ∈ {1, . . . , l}. Lemma 4 then clearly implies

that the number of super-patterns (and patterns) is expected to

grow exponentially with the number of bases of a read processed.

Therefore, the number of patterns and super-patterns for a read will

be very large with high probability for reads of moderate length

(≥ 100 bps). We formalize this in our next result.

Lemma 5. Let Nj be defined as in Lemma 4. Suppose each read

is a random string of length l from the alphabet {A,C,T ,G} and
the д ≥ 2 read groups are formed uniformly at random. Then

P(Nj > 1) = 1 −
1

4
д−1 .

Proof. We have

P(Nj > 1) = 1 − P(Nj = 1)

= 1 −
4

4
д = 1 −

1

4
д−1 ,

where P(Nj = 1) = 4

4
д follows from the fact that there are 4

different situations in which all groups can correspond to the same

symbol (W, X, Y, or Z), whereas there are 4д possibleд-tuples of group
symbols. □

Next, we identify conditions under which a candidate bijection

from {W, X, Y, Z} to {A,C,T ,G} can be eliminated using pattern anal-

ysis on the reference template.

Lemma 6. Consider the setting with one template chunk. Let

ψ : {W, X, Y, Z} → {A,C,T ,G} denote a candidate bijection from

{W, X, Y, Z} to {A,C,T ,G}. Let SP := {σ1σ2 · · ·σj }, with σk ∈
{W, X, Y, Z}, denote the set of possible super-patterns for read r1 after
j of its bases are processed by the alignment algorithm. Further-

more, let P := {s1s2 · · · sj : sk = ψ (σk )}, denote the corresponding
set of possible patterns for read r1 when the mappingψ is applied to

the set of super-patterns SP. Then, we can eliminate the bijection

ψ if the number of times every pattern s1s2 · · · sj in P occurs in the

public reference template is different than the number of partial
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candidate alignments observed in A[1] for each of the д groups

after j bases of r1 are processed.

Although we can expect the counts of k-mers in the reference

template to be unique, the following result indicates that it might

still not be easy for CloudF to eliminate a specific bijectionψ . This is
because we divide the template into several chunks, re-number and

re-organize the reads into different groups, and generate different

read order and super-reads for each individual template chunk.

Lemma 7. Consider the setting with multiple template chunks.

Let ψ : {W, X, Y, Z} → {A,C,T ,G} denote a candidate bijection

from {W, X, Y, Z} to {A,C,T ,G}. Let SP := {σ1σ2 · · ·σj }, with σk ∈
{W, X, Y, Z}, denote the set of possible super-patterns for read r1 in
a particular template chunk after j of its bases are processed by

the alignment algorithm. Furthermore, let P := {s1s2 · · · sj : sk =
ψ (σk )}, denote the corresponding set of possible patterns for read
r1 when the mappingψ is applied to the set of super-patterns SP.

Then, we can eliminate the bijectionψ if the number of times every
pattern s1s2 · · · sj inP occurs in the entire public reference template

is less than the number of partial candidate alignments observed in

A[1] for any of the д groups after j bases of r1 are processed.

While Lemma 7 focuses on the case of exact alignments, it can

be easily adapted to the setting where some of the reads in a cluster

have inexact alignments in a particular template chunk. When the

counts of different k-mers in the reference template are on the same

order of magnitude and the number of template chunks is on the

order of 10, it becomes less likely that CloudF can use Lemma 7 to

eliminate a particular bijection. Along with the fact that the number

of super-patterns grows exponentially with high probability, this

provides argumentation for why the individual contents of the

reads (and therefore, SNPs) cannot be deduced by CloudF easily.

Security Analysis for CloudL. We store the last column array L,
the linking array F ′, and the set of super-reads in CloudL. Because
each super-read is constructed using a restrictive random permuta-

tion of the concatenation of the reads in its group, CloudL cannot

readily deduce the contents of each individual read. This ensures

privacy for the set of reads and possible SNPs. If a read contains

a SNP, CloudF may send an empty set of indices of F for its cor-

responding read group during a particular iteration. Since CloudL
does not know the read order and the read number corresponding

to this iteration, it cannot deduce the read in which a SNP is present.

For the same reason, CloudL cannot deduce the reads even though

it has the knowledge of which indices of F correspond to each read

group at any particular iteration. Furthermore, it is not possible to

find out the actual alignment position of any of the reads as we

keep the shuffled suffix array SA private from both CloudF and

CloudL.

7 EMPIRICAL RESULTS
7.1 Setup of Computational Experiments
We implemented our methods for preprocessing the reads and the

reference genome on the secure client computer, alignment across

both clouds, and postprocessing on the client in Python 3.8. We run

our algorithm using a high throughput cluster computing facility.

We used the cluster computing facility to record accuracy, network

bandwidth and memory footprints, run times for our algorithm.

The communication between the two clouds are implemented using

Message Passing Interface (MPI). MPI is a portable message-passing

standard designed to function on parallel computing architectures.

We simulated a total of 150K 150bp and 350bp PacBio reads from all

the chromosomes of the human genome [67] using SimLoRD [70]

read simulation software with 0%, 1% (0.1% indels and 0.9% SNPs),

and 2% (0.2% indels and 1.8% SNPs) error probabilities. The rest of

SimLoRD’s parameters are set to default. We use Chromosome 11

as a representative chromosome to report our results and of the

100K reads, 4000 align in chromosome 11. We divide the alignment

into a set of jobs, each of our jobs involves a template chunk of

size 1M and a read batch with 1000 reads. Our algorithm uses

the two clouds only for alignment. Our client is also located in the

cluster computing facility. The client performs all the preprocessing

steps and transfers our index structures to the MPI processes. We

analyze the scalability of our algorithm, empirically compare our

approach with the state-of-the-art aligners Bowtie [40], BWA [43],

Minimap2 [42], and Balaur [60], and empirically assess the security

of our algorithm on various test instances.

7.2 Discussion of Results
Scaling Analysis: We evaluate the effect of varying template

length, read length, number of reads, and number of read groups

on the time to preprocess the reference template and the reads.

Figure 3 shows that the template and read preprocessing times

scale linearly with the template and read lengths and the number

of reads. It also demonstrates that the read preprocessing times

decrease with increasing read groups. Note that the alignment times

do not change significantly with increasing number of read groups

because the total number of operations executed by the alignment

algorithm remains the same for any number of read groups. Our

alignment algorithm is also massively parallelizable. We can run

alignment for multiple template chunks and read batches in parallel

and retrieve alignments with full accuracy and privacy. With the

power of cloud computing, parallelization and little communication

between the clouds, our algorithm can achieve rapid alignment

speeds and high performance.

Run Times and Memory Footprint: We compare the run times

of our preprocessing step on the Client with state-of-the-art read

aligners such as Bowtie [40], BWA [43] and Minimap2 [42] and

the private read aligner Balaur [60]. Table 1 demonstrates that the

amount of client work done by our algorithm is either lower or

comparable to the existing state-of-the-art approaches. Note that

the run time for Balaur preprocessing is extrapolated to Chromo-

some 11 based on random template substrings of length ranging

from 1M to 10M (we could not index Chromosome 11 directly us-

ing Balaur since its execution was killed by the system). The run

time for each of our alignment jobs took about three and half min-

utes on the cluster. This means that aligning to the entire human

genome may require a couple of days of runtime. However, our

implementation is only a prototype that is not fully optimized. For

example, unlike Balaur, we have not considered any preprocessing

that yields an approximate region of the template to which each

read aligns. We align each read to the whole reference template

instead of relatively much small regions of it. By adding additional
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Figure 3: Preprocessing times for varying template and read dimensions. Default parameters across the plots are: template
length = 10M , number of reads = 100K , read length = 150bp, and number of read groups = 2.

preprocessing step to our algorithm to yield approximate alignment

regions for each read, the run times may reduce significantly. For

example, if the alignment is being done to determine genetic risks

based on a set of SNPs, then one can align reads only to parts of

the genome around the SNP locations and thereby disregard large

parts of the genome to reduce the runtime. There are many other

possible strategies for reducing the genomic regions to which a

read may have to be aligned. In addition, in our current implemen-

tation, the time for processing groups takes about 40% of the total

time in CloudL. Most of these computations can be pruned and/or

parallelized, but not yet implemented in the current prototype. This

will also significantly reduce the runtime for aligning to the full

human genome. In addition, in our current implementation, the

time for processing groups takes about 40% of the total time in

CloudL. A lot of this computation can be pruned and/or parallelized.

If run sequentially, the total CPU time of our prototype is several

days and thus not scalable to full human genome. Our algorithm’s

memory footprint is also less or comparable to existing cloud-bases

private read aligners. For example, Chen et al. [15] requires about

6TB for storing its index files for the entire genome. Balaur [60]

takes about 3.7GB to store index files for Chromosome 11 of length

135M. Our algorithm sends only 1GB of index files to the clouds

for Chromosome 11. State-of-the art aligners such a Bowtie and

BWA without privacy have a peak memory footprint of 2.3 GB for

single-end mapping and about 3 GB for paired-end mapping of the

entire human genome [43]. These memory footprints are similar

to other approaches and are small for the memory availability of

modern day cloud computing platforms.

Network Latency. In our experimental setup and implementation

with MPI, the latency was an average of 10 millisenconds for trans-

ferring 100K indices or 250KB of data. If we run the experiments

over a wide-area network, the network latencies may be larger.

However, since all the jobs in our algorithm are independent and

since there are a large number of jobs, even a large network latency

can be hidden by interleaving computations from multiple jobs.

Correctness Analysis: Out of the true alignments in Chromosome

11, for 1% error rates, our algorithm retrieves 99.7% of the original

alignments for both read lengths 150bp and 350bp. Note that our

algorithm guarantees recovery of all alignments with 1 SNP when

the reference template contains no exact alignments. Our algorithm
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Figure 4: Average number of indices (averaged over 1K 150
bp reads and chunks of Chromosome 11) transferred be-
tween CloudL to CloudF (solid line) and CloudF to CloudL
(dashed line) during the course of the alignment algorithm.

retrieves 98.8% and 99.1% of the original alignments for 150bp and

350bp reads simulated with 2% error rates. Out of the remaining

reads, only a handful of them could have aligned in Chromosome

11.

Client-Cloud Communication: For Chromosome 11 and 100K
reads, our algorithm transfers less than 1GB data in total to both

clouds. The data the client receives from the clouds is a few kilo

bytes. Data transfer costs can be further reduced if tailored ap-

proaches are used to store the index files. With good network band-

width and throughput, large index files can be transferred within

seconds.

Communication Between Clouds: Figure 4 plots the number of

indices transferred between CloudF and CloudL during the course

of Algorithm 3. For each job, 330K indices on average per read is

communicated by each cloud to the other during the execution

of our alignment algorithm. Each index can be represented using

20 bits for template size of 1M. The total network usage in bits is

the integral of the curve in the Figure 4 times 20. This translates

to roughly 6.5MB of communication per read per job without any

compression mechanisms. Therefore, for the 1000 reads in each job,

the total communication from each cloud is on the order of 6.5GB.
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Table 1: Comparison to state-of-the-art aligners for template size of 1M from chromosome 11 and 1000K reads of length 150.
The alignment accuracies for Bowtie, BWA-MEM, Balaur are Q10% scores.

Read aligner Bowtie BWA-MEM Minimap2 Balaur Our algorithm

Preprocessing Times 7.37s 8.5s 0.7s 7.2s 1.5s

Client Communication NA NA NA 370MB 100MB

Alignment Runtimes 7.5s 0.5s 2s 10.0s 208s

Alignment Accuracy (1% error) 95.9% 96.8% 95.2% 96.0% 99.7%

Alignment Accuracy (2% error) 94.5% 96.8% 96.2% 94.4% 98.8%

Figure 5: Number of super-patterns for increasing number of bases of each read processed

Note that the amount of data transferred between the two clouds

reduces drastically during the course of our alignment algorithm.

Since communication between CloudF and CloudL is curtailed for

inexact alignments, our algorithm does not yield significant junk

alignments. We allowed up to one inexact alignment for each read

which results in spike in the number of indices transferred when

this step is triggered and is shown in Figure 4. Note that the num-

ber of lookups of the bases in the last column L and the number of

group encodings follow similar trends as in Figure 4. The number of

lookups in our algorithm increases only by a constant factor com-

pared to read alignment using the traditional FM-index structure.

Security Analysis: We use a sample reference template of size 4M
and 120 randomly sampled reads for our security analysis.We divide

the template into 10 equal chunks and align the 120 reads to only

the first template chunk. Figure 5 shows that the number of super-

patterns for each read increases exponentially with its number of

bases processed, as noted in Lemma 4. We check the conditions in

Lemma 7 to determine if any of the 24 possible bijections can be

eliminated for read group counts 2, 4, 6, 8, and 10. We were not

able to eliminate any bijections using Lemma 7 for the cases with

4, 6, 8, and 10 read groups when the last 10 bases of each read was

processed by our alignment algorithm. However, for group size 2,

we could rule out up to 20 bijections before the last 10 bases of each

read was processed. Note that our algorithm remains fully private

until all but one bijection is eliminated—in which case CloudF can

determine F uniquely. However, even in this case, CloudF cannot

determine the individual contents of the reads uniquely and can

only identify a list of candidate patterns for each read.

It gets harder to eliminate candidate bijections using Lemma 7

when the number of bases processed for each read increases. Firstly,

with increasing pattern lengths, the computational cost for CloudF

to perform pattern analysis increases. Secondly, patterns of larger

sizes occur with less frequency than patterns with smaller sizes.

Along with the fact that the number of partial alignments for each

read decreases significantly with increasing number of bases pro-

cessed, this ensures that it becomes harder to eliminate candidate

bijections when the iteration count of the alignment algorithm

increases. We also expect pattern analysis to be harder when the

template size and the number of template chunks increase.

8 CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK
Conventional security algorithms may be inadequate when there

is a need for secure read alignment due to privacy risks posed by

the valuable information a human genome can provide. This be-

comes a major concern for researchers and precludes them from

using public clouds resources. Many of the existing approaches for

private read alignment compromise correctness of the algorithm to

provide security. In this work, we present a workable approach to

the private read alignment problem using two non-colluding semi-

honest clouds. Our approach enables researchers to harness the

computation and storage capabilities of cloud computing platforms

without having to trade-off individuals’ privacy. Our algorithm

also produces read alignments with full accuracy akin to modern

alignment tools. As part of future work, we would like to investi-

gate approaches to optimize the way we store our index structures,

including our shuffled BWT data structure, to improve the mem-

ory footprints, speed and efficiency of our private read alignment

algorithm.
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